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Dear Lawrentian,
You have an opportunity in the years immediately ahead
to undertake new responsibilities. For many of you, this
will be your first chance to make important decisions which
will determine what career you will follow and what kind
of a person you will become. Thus the next four yyears will
be truly creative ones for you.
The faculty and staff of Lawrence University wish to
assist you in preparing for your future. You will find us
to be interested but not forceful: generally we do not know
how to help you until you ask us to do so.
I welcome you to Lawrence and I wish you success and
happiness.
Sincerely yours,

Curtis W. Tarr
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TO THE CLASS OF 1971:
This handbook may well be your first realistic view
of Lawrence University (also known as Lawrence College to a few diehards). You may be surprised at the
rules, regulations, traditions, and envinonments that
are detailed in this booklet. Hopefully, some of them
will intrigue you, others will disturb you, still others
will strike you as totally absurd.
When you arrive in Appleton and at Lawrence you
will be bombarded with beanies, club nights, personal
notes from deans and computers, token friendships, bad
rock and roll bands and bad beer at strange picnics,
and various other inanities. The realities of life and
a college education (the two can often be mutual:ly exclusive) may seem secondary. Don't let them be.
Prepare now, with this book, to question everything
that will be part of your life at Lawrence. Keep in
your mind the whole time that if you cannot or do not
accept, condone, or enjoy anything, it is your duty to
challenge it. If it is right, defend it. Thus beginneth
your Lawrence education.
DAVID CHAMBERS
President, Lawrence Student Senate
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JEWISH VAMPIRE IN RESIDENCE
It ain't being a vampire whot hurts so much, its
being a schlamiel vampire. I mean, vampires are minority enough, without being Brooklyn Jewish. But anyway, I'm leavin' here. When dey bounced me outta
Flatbush, I aoulda gone to the Jersey shore for a couple
days, or at least hit the Catskills, maybe even gone to
the coast. But why I came out to dis miniature Disneyland, I'll never understand.
Actually, I was lookin for a job, and when dey said
da furshlugginer place was by da Fox, I thought dey
meant Twentieth Century, and dey've always been decent. But out here when you talk about Bela Lugosi,
or da other real mensches, dey think you're mouthin'
about da Dodgers or Mama Rosenblatt's Ravioli with
Matz:oh.
But what really rubs, ya know what I mean, is the
girls. Dey're all schiksals. Everybody thinks vampires
ain't got no romantic inclinations, if you catch my
meaning, which ain't really true. Miama was right and
all, when she said, "Don't eat to live, live to eat," but
you ain't hungry all the time.· Anyway, it's so cold up
here, when a broad's blood freezes when you got her
neck just right, and dat ain't speakin metamorphically,
and it hurts like da blazes. It took me two months
to find a dentist who could make a bridge wit six inch
canines, and he charged an arm and a leg. What he
wanted them for, I don't know, but I don't like to interfere with anybody's psychological problems. Maybe he
had a severe tremens sometime, or had a little busines.s
goin' wid da dormitory food service.
Which reminds me, I heard a lotta people talkin'
when I ain't in my apartment (I to:k a room in a kinda
cave dey got under da Fox River embankment. It's
6

da 345 wing of da Carlsbad Caverns, and ain't exactly
Philly Hilton, but its got lottsa water, if you like da
stuff.) Anyway, dey don't seem to like da food, and
even tho I'm not exactly a partaker, I can sympathize.
I mean, I once got caught in a convent for a weekend,
and I know what it's like to go hungry. I ain't sayin
dey can't cook, but it's da first time I saw a chocolate
mousse what was furry with two ears and a tail.
Dey gotta cook here what's Irish, and ain't never
gotten over her fear of the potato famine . She gave
every,body in da line da eye (no pun intended ) and
stuffed da spuds down her dress in case she got deported.
But anyway, dat ain't my problem. If I don't get
outta dis farm town pretty soon, I'm goin' ta exchange
my sexy silk cape for a pair of aardvark-trimmed over. ahls. Anyway, until I can contact Jack Warner, or
someone else to get me !back to Yancy Street boys,
I'll hafta try to maka little blood money sellin' protection.
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LAYMAN'S GUIDE TO APPLETON, WIS.
Freshman steps out of car with New York license
plate, flags an upper classman and asks nervously "Am
I right . . . Appleton is .. . nil?" We can appreciate
his scepticism but must hasten to assure him that, far
from being a cultural wasteland, Appleton offers all the
delights of that other college town, N.Y.C., in a simple
earthy Our Town atmosphere. Take pubs for example.
Appleton's finest teen-age bar, the MARK has all the
class of Maxime's, and what's more, it's located right
behind Brokaw Hall. And if you're barhopping, no need
to grab a cab to 57th Street-just amble a little further
down College Avenue to the WURSTHAUS and RETSON'S.
College Avenue compares roughly to 5th Avenue (or
State Street in Chicago ) and those of you familiar with
the Chestnut vendors and street corner evangelists will
be quick to appreciate Appleton's metermaids and construction crew. If you want to dance-admit you're a
li1:tle tired of Arthur's and the Rolling Stones A-Go-GoAppleton has the IVANHOE and the COUNTRY AIRE,
One often dines out in Appleton, and you'll find the
eXlperience not only far less expensive
but, we think,
more esthetically pleasing. If you've missed : dinner and
the Union's not open, you'll probably head for MURPHY'S, that cozy little spot with the checker board front
and 2 for 25c hamburgers, or further down College you'll
find DAMROW'S, a spot reminding one of Sardi's, and
on Appleton Street, KARRAS', roughly comparable to
The Four Seasons (minus a cover charge). However,
on special occasions, when you want food and atmosphere
like you're used to at Top of the Six's or at 21, you
are better off to head for ALEX'S, SKALL'S, or the Packer-owned LEFT GUARD. In the coffee house department, Appleton tends toward quality rather than quan8

tity. The CAVERN, our own
Cafe Wha, offers
entertainment on Friday nights, and a quiet place to
talk on other nights of the week , located straight down
Lawrence Street. And once you've seen TELULAH,
Central Park will never seem the same. True, you won't
see many big premiers at the APPLETON or VIKING
theatres, but the movies, when they finally arrive, will
be the same (if they manage to sneak past the Legion
of Decency l.
little

For your practical needs, no need to fear that
Appleton can't provide all the necessities. Right off
campus is Appleton's largest and most complete (and
only J bookstore,
CONKEY'S, run by Lawrence's patron
saint, Mr. Howard Thelin. In the alley behind Conkey's
is the ELM TREE BAKERY, featuring a large variety
of day old baked goods. You can buy clothes and nearly
anything else at the Sax's of Wisconsin, H. C. PRANGE'S
on College; girls can also select from a number of boutiques scattered up and down the avenue-boys will
,probably settle on either W. A. CLOSE or the ARMY
SURPLUS.
And if you figured your clothes allowance
a little closely, the SALVATION ARMY way out on West
Wisconsin Avenue provides a wide assortment of used
articles to suit any taste. Laundry can be picked up
and delivered by PEERLESS-UNEEDA and HELLER;
both have student rates.
You can get your Marvel comic books at JERRY'S
PIPE SHOP, across from the Mark ; Jerry's also features smoking supplies of all sorts . . . well, nearly
all sorts. If you buy your records at SCHULZ', you
get a dollar discount for being
Lawrentian. HEID'S
has everything you could want in sheet music. 31 FLAVORS (of ice cream) is located what must be 31 blocks
nor,thwest of the campus, and VOECK'S GROCERY is

a

right next to the campus.
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So you're really not in the middle of nowhere-Appleton is what you make it. It's easy lo have a good
time in New York; in Appleton it's a real challenge.
You have a chance lo develop your ingenuity and imagination. To get
you started,
y
we suggest the following
as projects:
1. Find out where to get your Wisconsin I.D. card.
2.

Locate the birthplaces of
a.

Edna Ferber

b. Houdini

c. Joseph
McCarthy
3. Find out the correct procedure
at theConway Motor Lodge.

10

for registering
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TRADITIONS AT LAWRENCE
BEANIES-Traditional attempt to instill a feeling of
spirit in freshmen thr.ough mass embarrassment.
HOMECOMING SKITS-Freshman girls find out which
of them have been successful in hustling the football
team fastest.
DAD'S DAY-Football fathers try to look proud while
freezing their tails off.
AFTER HOURS SING-Girls come in an hour early for
ten nights to practice singing. so that they may
win one late permission for one hour of free time.
BEST-LOVED-Honoring of four senior women who have
offended the least people in their college years.
PROM-A date set aside to do a thorough clothes washing-in beer.
SERENADES-Do Mt get pinned or lavaliered in February, for while a girl is being serenaded in her
warm dorm, her man is taking a swim in the Fox
River.
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT
"Govern a great nation as you would cook a
small fish. (Don't over do it. 1"-Lao Tsze
J-BOARD

The Judicial Board deals with alleged violations of
all-tmiversity rules. However, a student may request
the decision of the Dean instead. If he chooses to do
so, he may appeal the decisi on of the Dean to J-Board.
The Board is composed of faculty _m embers and students
elected by the student body. It has the power to impose
fines , assign duties , and to suspend or dismiss an offender fr om the University .
PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE

The President's Committee is a unique branch of
the Lawrence student government in that it does not
govern or even attempt to do so. It is composed of a
male and a female representative from each of the four
classes , two faculty members , the Deans of the College
and the Conservatory of Music. and the President of
the University. The meetings , which occur approximately once a month, take place in a very informal luncheon
atm c,s phere during the noon hour. Conversations cover
the entire scope of Lawrence affairs, often originating
from a question or comment from one of the committee
members. In certain cases, however, a new idea proposed during a session has come into reality through
further action of another interested student group. One
very significant purpose of the President's Committee
is to provide for closer and more effective means of
communication between students and administrators
through informal personal contacts. All student mem-
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bers are chosen by the Executive Committee of the
Student Senate; upperclass representatives are selected
during the third term, and all in.terested freshmen will
have an op,pcrtunity to, petition for a seat on the Committee early in the subsequent school year. Students
should direct any questions or proposed discussion topics
to a Committee member.
STUDENT-FACULTY COMMITTEE
ON ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

"Everybody who is incapable of learning has
taken to teaching," -Wilde
The Student-Faculty Committee on Academic Affairs
is an advisory board composed of four students and
three faculty members, serving the Student Senate and
the Faculty Committee on Instruction. It is a half-way
point between students and faculty, discussing matters
of instruction presented to it with the aim of clarifying
issues. Last year, such areas as overseas campus, extending the pass-fail option, and comprehensive exams
were discussed. Student membership is open to upperclassmen by petition, but questicns, comments or suggestions are welcomed and encouraged.
STUDENT-FACULTY COMMITTEE
ON STUDENT AFFAIRS

"Wise men argue causes, and fools decide
them." -Anacharsis
The Student-Faculty Committee on Student Affairs
is composed of two representatives frcm each of the
three upper classes, six members of the Committee on
Administratim1, and the President of the Student Body.
This is a consultative body, discussing pro,posals and
14

topics sent to it by the Student £enate or the Committee
on Administration .
Its ,p urpose is to formulate proposals which are acceptable to students, faculty and
administration. The Committee must send
its resolutions to Student Senate and the Committee on Administration before they go into effect. Freshmen are encouraged to express their views on topics to the student
representatives.
The government of the student body at Lawrence Is
directed by two organizations-the EXECUTIVE COUNCIL and the REPRESENTATIVE . COUNCIL.
The Executive Council is composed of the presidents
of Downer Women's
Association,
the lnterfraternity
Council, the Panhellenic Council, Lawrence Independents'
Association, and the four elected officers of the Representative Council. This council discusses any matters
concerning student affairs or interests, campus problems, or student-faculty relations. The freedom of the
council to discuss problems with members of the faculty
greatly adds to a better understanding of the roles of
both students and faculty in Lawrence life.
The Representative Council, commonly called Student
Senate , is the official governing body
The Student
Senate meets weekly in the union to discuss and to
legislate upon any matters concerning student interests
and desires. All meetings are open, and viirto.1 are
welcome to express their opinions.
The voting members of the Student Senate
are elected by living unit , one representativefor each thirty
students. The upper classes elect their representatives
in the early Autumn, while the freshmen hold
their
election five weeks after the beginning of school. The
officers for the preceding year are elected each Spring.
Eleven committees operate under the auspices

of the

Student Senate. Their duties are to promote campus
activities throughout the year. The committee chairmen
petition for their positions, and they draw up their own
committees:
ENCAMPMENT

Each spring, a group of students, faculty, and administration retreat to a Boy Scout camp in Wisconsin.
The purpose of this week-end excursion is to discuss
and bring back ideas that are helpful to the entire University, to promote better general understanding between faculty and students, and to have a good time.
A steering board is chosen by the Student Senate Executive Committee which plans Encampment and selects
those students who will go from all who petition in winter
term. All freshmen are encouraged to petition.
HANDBOOK

This committee consists of an editor chosen by Student
Senate and students that are brilliant. creative. and organized. Any freshmen who are interested in editing the
Student Handbook are welcome to petition during the
spring of your freshman year.
HOMECOMING

Homecoming Committee is one of the most exciting
committees of Lawrence's Student Senate. The committee heads are chosen in the spring and continue to
work over the summer and into the early fall. Among
the Homecoming activities are the freshman women's
pajama skits, class games, various house decorations.
Friday and Saturday night dances. and half time activities. Because there is so much to do and only three
weeks of the fall to complete our plans, we will need
lots of enthusiastic people to help. If you are in any
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way interested in working with Homecoming Committee
just call either Terry Franke, ext. 387, or Jenny Cowle,
ext. 341. It will be a fun way to, help Lawrence and to
meet some upperclassmen.
NEW STUDENT WEEK
"Believe only half of what you see and
nothing of what you hear."-Dinah Craik
New Student Week Committee, which is composed of
about 25 industrious, friendly, and helpful upperclassmen, plans and carries out the freshman orientation
week. The goal of the committee is twofold. First, the
committee plans activity to acquaint the new sudents
with the physical setting, academic, cultural and social
aspects of Lawrence. The second aim of the c·ommittee
is to acquaint the freshmen with the members of their
own class.
Included in the week's agenda are the President's
reception, freshman aims discussions, a picnic, .a computer dance, an all-school dance, a concert, church suppers, and exchange luncheons. !NSF works hard to
make the freshman's adjustments and orientation to college life an easy and pleasant eXlperience.
PEP COMMITTEE
Pep Committee's main purpose at Lawrence is to
bolster school spirit and increase attendance at athletic
events and other affairs throughout the year. It works
with the cheerleaders and plans pep rallies, as weH as
aiding the plans for Dad's Day and Homecoming. Help
is needed for organization and publicity, so if interested, contact Julie Gerken, · Ormsby, or Debbi Lehman,
Sage.
17

POLLING COMMITTEE

The function of Polling Oommittee is to handle the
elections and campus-wide voting of the University. It
is its responsibility to organize the voting for freshman
class officers and student body referendums. They will
need your help, so sign up in the fall.
PROSPECTIVE STUDENT COMMITTEE

The Prospective Student Committee has a very important function in that it involves getting high school
students interested in coming to Lawrence. Under the
sUlpervision of the new Admissions director, this committee has improved and ex1panded. Actually each Lawrence student is a part of this committee because it is
his actions and attitudes that will make the deepest impression on prospective students.
Students can become involved by giving tours or by
working in the office. The Committee's policy is that
the best salesmen for the school are the students themselves. If interested, contact Sally Devany.
SOCIAL COMMITTEE

The function of an all-school social committee is to
prcmote a well balanced social calendar serving the
entire student body. Opportunities for freshmen on this
committee are helping with decoration, refreshments and
publicity of functions which include turnabout dance,
winter informal party, spring prom and many others.
To have a year of successful social activities, student
participation and interest are essential. If interested,
contact Mary Jean Vaubel or Steve Bogue.
SPEAKERS FORUM

The Student Senate Speakers Forum is an organization on campus that sponsors speakers outside of the
18

Students and faculty communicate on Encampment.
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convocation program. It attempts to bring varied and
interesting speakers to the Lawrence Community, often
functioning in cooperation with DWA, Committee on
Public Occasions, and even the community of Appleton.
The past year's focus was on extremism, bringing speakers here on Communism, The John Birch Society, and
Academic Freedom. Membership on the committee is
open to freshmen, contact Jim Streater.
SPECIAL PROJECTS COMMITTEE

The Special Projects Committee is responsible for
sponsoring a concert each term that will meet concert
costs with ticket sales. It attempts to bring groups that
will be enjoyable to a wide range of students and townspeople. Some of the performing groups of past years
included The Byrds, The We Five, The Association and
Glen Yarborough. A great deal of help is needed in
selling and publicity. Rich Crandall and Ted Freedman
are committee co-chairmen.
UNION COMMITTEE

The Union Corr:mittee is instrumental in the running
of the Union to please the students. It is responsible
for displays, meetings, and all social events held in the
Memorial Union. Events sponsored by the Committee
include Computer Date Night, Halloween Party, and
several other dances throughout the year. If you would
like to be on the committee, call Jim Schoenberger or
Baron Perlman.
NOTE: Student government system at Lawrence is
under consideration with regard to a new proposal, the
Lawrence University Ccmmunity Council, so watch for
information in the fall.
20

SPECIAL INTERESTS

I

DOWNER WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION
OF LA WRENCE UNIVERSITY

The Downer Women's Association functions as a
legislative, judicial, and social body serving the women
of the Lawrence University campus. In the past year,
DWA has done a great deal of work in the legislative
capacity by revising women's rules and instituting interclass living.
The judicial body is Women's J -Board, concerning
itself with infractions of girls' dormitory rules. DWA
sponsors dorm elections, aids house officers and organizes room choosing. The social functions include the
21

Freshman Friend program, After Hours Sing, and the
Best Loved banquet.
Freshman women elect a representative from each
section to serve them in the association. These members bring any of your suggestions or complaints to
DWA, and all girls are encouraged to attend any meetings.
ARIEL

The Ariel, Lawrence's yearbook, has traditionally
represented both the academic and extra•curricular activities of Lawrentians, through photo essay with little,
but quality written work. It attempts to present a unified expression of what Lawrence University is a11 about.
Although the bulk of the work is not started until
second term, the staff is organized in the fall . Interested freshmen need not be experienced.
IDEA MAGAZINE

Idea Magazine is an independent publication of the
liberal arts. Its immediate goal is the distribution of
excellent and controversial academic and artistic work
done within the University. Plans for next year include
inter-campus distributi·on as well as inter-campus recruitment of material for publication. Both these aims
and the fact that the magazine was begun only recently
add to the excitement and manpower needs of it. There
are many positions open to freshmen, ranging from those
of the research department to those of printing and
assembly. The only qualification for obtaining a position
on the staff is the desire to do so; if interested, contact
Jacob Stockinger.

TROPOS
Tropos is a Greek word meaning a change or a turn22

ing. We have tried to capture the trend of changing
times and new ideas, and feel we have set a precedent
as to the quality of writing and publishing.
Tropos
accepts prose, poetry, photography art, music, drama,
and almost anything else that can be adequately reproduced. In light of the new atmosphere and new name
we hope that growing ideas, changing ideas, will make
up the bulk of our material. Last year we had architecture, part of a musical score, and beautifully reproduced etchings. We are looking forward to your contri:butions in the future and we hope you will want to take
part in our changing magazine. If fame scares youturn your work in anonymously.
FILM 1CLASSICS

For over 20 years Film Classics has provided the
ccmmunity with 30 first rate foreign and American films
each year. On an experimental basis, additional films
will be shown on Friday evenings in supplement to the
regular Sunday series during the 1967-1968 year. Included in the series this year are such films as A Hard
Day's Night, Dr. Strangelove, Jules and Jim, Frankenstein, Singin' in the Rain, The Seven iSamurail, Stagecoach, Shoot the Piano Player, and many, many more.

Special arrangements have also been made with the
Appleton Theatre to show more recent films that would
not ordinarily be shown at the commercial theatres in
Appleton. Come, Come, Come!
FRESHMAN FRIEND

The Freshman Friend program was started five years
ago at Lawrence to acquaint incoming freshmen with
upperclass women. Each freshman is assigned a campus friend who writes to her over the summer and tells
her about Lawrence life. The girls are also encouraged
23

to visit each other if possible. In the fall, they have
many opportunities to get together, such as a picnic,
WRA sponsored gym day, and a folk-sing-marshmallow
roast. The main emphasis is placed on developing
strong relationships which will serve not only to orientate the freshman girls, but to acquaint them with
upperclassmen.
LANTERN

Lantern is people. People talking, visiting hospital
patients, he1ping children, working with arts and crafts
with youth groups . It is serious aid to people who need
our help, such as the slum dwellers at Koehnke's Woods.
It is challenge to members and work such as Fund
Drive, BJood Drive, and weekend camps. But is also fun
and meeting other fun people.
Watch for signs early in the year or contact Andy
Remak.
LAWRENCE CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

The Lawrence Christian Fellowship, a juxtaposition
of the liberal arts and the Christian . life, the human
emotions and the inquisitive mind-things often dismissed
with raised brow and contemptuous smile as unalterable dichotomies--,projects a dialectic for adjusting
Chrisianity to a modern world. Within the group,
diversity in personality and background enoourages a
variety of viewpoints.
From weekly meetings that provide a matrix for
thoughtful consideration of Jesus Christ, and careful
studies of the Bible that stimulate both discussion and
discipleship, members learn to relate their Christian
faith to every aspect of campus life. Leaders-Charles
Hanson and Dave Toysen, ext. 303.
24

LAWRENTIAN

"Get your facts first, and then you can distort 'em as much as you please."-Mark
Twain
The Lawrentian is the university newspaper, published weekly, by a gang of devoted, determined, delightful,
dedicated young journalists. Occasionally accused of offwhite, cream-colored, or beige ( but never yellow ) journalism, the Lawrentian does, nevertheless, cover all
the news. P csitions are open to freshmen on news, feature, sports, advertising, circulatic-n and photography
staffs! Contact Scott Lewis, managing editor, if interested.
LUTC

The Lawrence University Theatre Company is an
informal organization whose members have a common
interest in theatre production, acting, lighting, stage
crew, construction painting, costuming and make-up design. This year its organization is new, in that the
heads of the department will choose three directors who
will be in charge of vari,cus departments of LUTC. Although acting parts are not open to first term freshmen,
there will be instruction sessions to acquaint new students with the basic skills for backstage work, as well
as an introduction during New Student Week.
Last year the three major productions included Pirandello's Six Characters in Search of an Author, The
Golden Age and Scapin directed by Mr. Green of the
Tyrone Guthrie Theatre, and Hobson's Choice. During
the winter term, student directors produce one act plays.
If interested in any part of the theatre, contact David
Hawkanson, Seve Rosenfield, or Rick Walsh.
25

MATH CLUB

The Lawrence University Math Club was formed in
1966 so· that students interested in math and science
would have an opportunity to give lectures and discuss
problems related to the various fields of mathematics.
The group meets twice a month for lectures, films, and
social functions.
The president for '67-'68 is Jerry
Nightingale. The first meeting for this year is October
10.
PHILOSOPHY CLUB

"When he to whom one speaks does not understand, and he who speaks himselif does
not understand, this is metaphysics."-Voltaire
Each year the Philosophy Club sponsors several informal meetings open to any and all curious people
from the campus community. Speakers in the past have
ranged from professors presenting theses to an impassioned student desiring an audience toward which to
expound
upon his latest cosmological treatise. Lively
discussion typically follows every lecture. Inherently
flexible, the organization's membership tends to wax
and wane, influenced by the magnetism of the ·particular
evening's speaker. Anyone wishing to explore the realm
of metaphysics, relevant or otherwise, will find these
meetings to his immediate liking.
LWAC

The Lawrence World Affairs Council is a relatively
new campus origanization whose twofold aim is to 1)
interest Lawrentians in overseas travel and study opportunities and 2) present informative programs on
topics of international concern. The organization's activi26

ties and services include welcoming foreign students to
Lawrence, showing films about other nations, sponsoring informal seminars and debates, and helping to
create a reference library cataloguing international
travel, study, and work opportunities. LWAC membership
is open to all students_ and its ,programs are available
to all who wish to participate.
RELIGION IN LIFE CONFERENCE

Every winter interested students and faculty members
hold the Religion in Life Conference to discuss an issue
of religious significance. The aim of the conference is
not to debate religious dogma , but rather to discuss the
philosophy behind an issue in order to determine, among
other things, its relevance to academic life. The topic
of last year's conference was the role of faith in ethical
decisions. A retreat is often held in the fall to prepare
for the forthcoming conference.
SDS

Students for a Democratic Society is dedicated to
the belief that the modern rejection of dogmatic s·ocial
theorizing does not imply the rejection of social idealism. SDS, though often identified with the "New Left,"
at Lawrence is ccmposed of students and faculty of
various political persuasions sharing only the inability
to regard the problems of human society independently
of human ethics. Its loudest voice is not only the voice
of protest.
Projects for the coming year include responsible
evaluation of the War in Vietnam and ad-hoc consideration of social or academic issues which may arise during the year.
If interested contact David Chambers.
27

WLFM
The big news this year at WLFM, the radio voice of
Lawrence University, is the installation of a multiple
stereo transmitter during the summer of 1967. This
means that all broadcasts heard on both 91.1 megacycles
FM and 580 kilocycles AM will be enhanced by the
fullness of stereo. WLFM provides news, all sorts of
musical programs, both live and pre-recorded, and other
programs of public interest to the surrounding communities as well as the Lawrence campus. In addition, at 580
kc. AM intra-dorm listeners can enjoy exclusive rock
programming not available to the world beyond.
This student-managed, student-operated concern always needs students with varying degrees of experience
to perform duties as announcers, engineers, newsmen,
D.J.'s, and advertising and promotional personnel. If
new students are not able to immediately avail themselves to this worthwhile activity, they are invited to
descend the stairs of the MJusic-Drama center and check
out the wonderful world of "woolfum."
MISCELLANY

Lawrence offers many opportunities besides scheduled
parties, DWA and fraternity functions to fill its rapid
social pace. Readings have been held in the Riverview
Lounge and in East House. Science colloquiums are
held weekly, usually in Youngchild Hall. The Art Center
will provide shows throughout the year including a display of Medieval manuscripts and a Modern Art show,
as well as a student showing. The Artist and Chamber
Music series have been successful in bringing well
known musicians to campus. Student and faculty recitals
and chJral society programs are given. Professional
fraternities and specific departments sponsor lectures
open to all students. Watch for activities posted on
campus or noted in the Lawrentian.
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TWO NEW PROGRAMS
WOMEN'S INTERCLASS LIVING

The class of '71 will be the first freshmen to live in
the new interclass living situation. The first few years
under this system will decide its fate on the Lawrence
campus. The basic philoso,phy behind this new system
is that women will benefit by exposure to people of
various ages with a variety of backgrounds, interests,
and points of view. Under the previous system, contact
with upperclassmen was often limited to counseling, a
few social functions, and classes. The new living situation offers a more immediate and natural setting for
such an exposure. We hope that you can take full advantage of this type of living system by meeting and
developing friendships with upperclass women.
GERMANY PROGRAM

·"Learn to think
Hamilton

continentaHy."-Alexander

Beginning this year, Lawrence has set
seas campus in Bonningheim, Germany.
students have the opportunity to spend two
Olasses are arranged so that traveling on
possible.

up an overAbout fifty
terms there.
week-ends is

You may apply for the Germany Program first term
freshman year, for either the summer-fall, or winterspring group. The only requirement is two term courses
of German and a satisfactory gradep,oint average.
Meetings to introduce and excite freshmen about the
overseas campus will be held early in the fall.
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MAP
1. Main Hall
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

Ormsby Hall
Colman Hall
Brokaw Hall
Health Center
ROTC Building
Science Hall
Music-Drama Center
Mem orial Chapel
Plantz Hall
Library

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

22.
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Art Center
Union
Sculpture Shed
Sampson Alumnae House
Sage Hall
Trever Hall
Fraternity Quad
Kohler Hall
Wilson House
East House
Tennis Courts

CAMPUS FACILITIES
library and listening room,
practice rooms, WLFM, Harper Hall, Stansbury
Theatre, Experimental theatre, box office.

CONSERVATORY-Music

BROKAW HALL-zoo keepers, wild animals.
COLMAN HALL-Downer Room-(TV and reading room

open to all women ), Panhel wing, recreation room.
PLANTZ HALL-DATE ROOMS!

(equipped with
hard backed chairs and exceHent lighting).

two

LIBRARY-Reading room, carrels, reference and peri-

odical room, all night study room, seminar rooms,
map room. Professional help available in the daytime hours.
ART CENTER-Drawing and painting rooms, metal and

pottery shop, lounge area , slide room, library. sculpture shed near the Union.
WILSON HOUSE-Admissions office, President's office.
UNION-GRILL room, Riverview lounge, music room, pool

and ping pong tables, Terrace room, basement tables and booths.
MAIN HALL-(basementl

Ariel,

Lawrentian ,

Central

Printing, bathrooms.
gym,
handball courts and other facilities .

ALEXANDER GYMNASIUM-Pool ,

track,

field,

VARSITY AND FRESHMEN SPORTS
Fall-Football and cross country.
Winter-Basketball. swimming. and wrestling.
Spring-Baseball, golf, tennis. track.
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INTRA-MURAL PROGRAM

A-Inter Fraternity (Freshmen may not participate until

after "Rush" in January).
B-Inter-Hall, all students living in dorms eligible.

A

meeting will be held for Freshman boys during New
Student Week to acquaint them with the sports opportunities at Lawrence.

SPORTS SECTION
FLYING CLUB

The Lawrence Flying Club is currently suffering from
a very definite need: members. Its purpose is to make
flying lessons available through the facilities of Max's
Flying Service and Outagamie County Airport at a reduced rate.
Two seasons ago the pilots and others held a popular
ground school sanctioned by the FAA, and at the same
time they made arrangements for the use of a singleengine Piper Cherokee. A ll the club needs to soar skyward again is a few more members. Class of '71, if
you ever have felt the urge to join the ranks o.f Steve
Canyon and Sky King. now's your chance of a lifetime.
LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY SAILING CLUB

The Lawrence University Sailing Club offers opportunities for everyone to sail. experienced or inexperienced with spreading and intensification o.f the interest
in sailing as a recreational sport. The club offers sailing for Gym credit on the weekends during the fall and
spring terms. Saturday afternoons for beginners class
and Sunday afternoons for intermediate and advanced
sailors. Those interested in instructing a sailing class
should contact Jean Bragg, Kohler Hall.
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Ancther area of the Club's interest which is also open
to freshmen sailors is the intercollegiate sailing pro-

gram. The Lawrence University Sailing Club is a member of the Midwest Collegiate Sailing Association which
entitles the Club to sail in the intercollegiate regattas.
Each fall the Club has its annual cpen meeting and
encourages all freshmen to attend and hear more about
sailing opportunities, otherwise sign up for it as a Gym
class.
SKI CLUB

Ski Club has become increasingly active in the past
few years at Lawrence. Last year it sponsored many
Saturday trips to near-by areas as well as a Winter weekend excursion to Indianhead Mountain in -38 degree
weather. Highlights of the season, and particularly of
the weekend trip were shown to members with the club's
new movie camera. The past skiing parties offer suggestions such as beer races and obstacle courses for
this year's club.
The Ski Club also sponsors conference racing, and
encourages all interested freshmen to compete. This
year the organization will be headed by Jeff Riley.
Skiers need not bring their equipment until after Christmas vacation.
SOCCER

The recent addition of soccer to the Lawrence athletic program has provided for the inception of a club
for students so inclined. Last year's fall season was
highlighted by several hotly-contested matches which
the largely freshman team almost won. Also included
in the merriment was an awards banquet at the season's end. The men of the Striped-Stocking cordially
welcome new participants, both experienced and in34

experienced. There will be plenty of opportunities for
beginners to learn and more advanced players to polish
up on the fine points of this demanding sport.
WRA

The Women's Recreational Ass·ociation sponsors
sports activities often in co-operation with Panhel. Last
year, WRA gave women the opp Jrtunity to participate
in swimming, basketball , bowling, softball, track and
field, tennis and goii tournaments. All women are members , and if interested, contact Sue Fletcher.
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FRATERNAL ORGANIZATIONS
PROFESSIONAL FRATERNITIES
PHI MU ALPHA SINFONIA, a national men's music
fraternity, promotes music education and performance
in America. Phi Mu members sponsor such activities
as recitals, receptions for guest artists, jazz concerts,
and social events.
SIGMA ALPHA IOTA, international music fraternity
for women, encourages and maintains high standards
of American music education and development. All
women in the Conservatory of Music are eligible to
pledge upon meeting satisfactory gradepoint and performance requirements. SAI sponsors musicales and
other musical projects, as well as many social affairs.
HONORARY FRATERNITIES

Every fall and spring, seniors are elected to PHI
BETA KAPPA, the nation's oldest fraternity , on the basis
of excellent scholarship in liberal arts and sciences.
This is the highest honor available for Lawrence students. The campus chapter, Wisconsin Gammas , sponsors several faculty lectures during the year, awards the
Freshman cup to the sophomore man with the highest
average during his freshman year, and presents the Phi
Beta Kappa Scholarship Award to the junior who best
meets the ideals of the fraternity.
Highest honor for conservatory students is election to
PHI KAPPA LAMBDA, a na tional honorary fraternity
recognizing exceptional musical ability and scholarship
in music studies.
MORTAR BOARD and MACE honor junior women and
men. respectively. Mace, a local honorary fraternity,
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honors junior men who have shown superior academic
and leadership qualities. Mortar Board, a national honorary fraternity, honors junior women on the basis of
scholarship, leadership, and service. Candidates must
have an average at least .3 above the junior women's
average. Mortar Board sponsors lectures during the
year and selects the members for Sigma and Pi Sigma.
SIGMA, a local organization, is an award for freshman
women with a 2.5 average during her first two terms.
PI SIGMA is also a local honorary society which
awards membership to sophomore wcrnen showing leadership and having an average of 2.25 or above.
Outstanding Greek or Latin scholars can be elected
to membership in ETA SIGMA PHI, a local chapter of
the national honorary classical language fraternity.
PI DELTA EPSILON, established on the campus two
years ago, is a national journalism fraternity. Upperclassmen who have held editorial positions on the Lawrentian or Ariel staffs and otherwise meet the standards
of the society may be elected to membership.
SOCIAL FRATERNITIES

The Greek system at Lawrence is unique in that
about half of the students join sororities and fraternities. Each fraternity has a house located at the east
end of campus, and each sorority has a room in the
Panhel wing of Colman Hall. The Greeks sponsor social
events throughout the year, some of which are open
to all studer.ts. There are fraternity and sorority functions for freshmen in the fall term, and rush is held in
the first week of winter term. Inter-lfraternity and sorority functions and problems are handled through IFC
<inter-fraternity council) and Panhellenic Council.
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FRATERNITIES

Beta Theta Pi
Delta Tau Delta
Phi Delta Theta
Phi Gamma Delta
Phi Kappa Tau
Sigma Phi Epsilon
SORORITIES

Alpha Chi Omega
Al,pha Delta Pi
Delta Gamma
Kappa A1pha Theta
Kappa Delta
Pi Beta Phi

Fraternity men offer some original cheers at a sorority
game.
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ADMINISTRATION AND

GENERAL RULES
The all-school rules are drawn up and enforced by
the faculty and administration with this purpose: " to
maintain the character and educational aims of the
University as a continuing community and serve the
best interests of the students." The rules are followed
by a brief interpretation which reflects the current
thinking and practice of the Faculty Committee on Administration and the deans.
CLASS ATTENDANCE

Lawrence students are placed on their own res1ponsibility with respect to class attendance.
Absence from announced examinations, laboratories
or private lessons must be excused by the dean before
the student will be permitted to make up the work.
Failure to have an excuse will lead to an F for the
missed ass1gnment.
The faculty has assumed that the students will consider class attendance important enough to attend classes
regularly. In courses where class contributions are expected, the instructor naturally counts class attendance
as part of the grade. Freshman Studies and foreign
languages are examples of such courses.
AUTOMOBILES AND OTHER MOTOR VEHICLES

A freshman, sophomore or junior not living with his
family while attending Lawrence may not maintain or
drive a motor vehicle except when accompanied by his
parents or when authorized to do so by the Faculty
Committee on Administration. Seniors are allowed to
register cars or motorcycles at the University.
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The times specified by the committee when cars are
permitted are the regular vacations, including the
Thanksgiving recess and Winter Week-end , but not oneday hoHdays , in addition to two or three weeks at the
beginning and end of the school year . The rule is interpreted to preclude renting cars, driving for employers, maintaining or driving airplanes, motorcycles and
motorbikes , except during specified periods or by special
permission. Permission is given in response to a student's petition to the Committee on Administration. Such
a petition should be made far enough in advance to
enable the ccmmittee to act upon it.
Sometimes a problem arises when students go home
for a day or weekend, especially those whose homes are
in the vicinity of Appleton. During the time they are
at their family homes. they may operate a motor
vehicle. They may not however return with the car
to take part in the life of the University or to pick up
other students , nor may they drive to a Lawrence function off campus.
USE OF INTOXICANTS

Possession ,or use of alcoholic beverages is not permitted on the campus or in any University building.
Students are expected to comply with the Wisconsin
State laws in the use of alcoholic beverages off the campus. Conduct that reflects unfav,orably on the University renders the offender subject to disciplinary action.
Drinking is allowed under controlled conditions at
parties held by university organizations off the campus.
Non-alcoholic drinks are always served at these parties
also. Faculty chaperones are required to be present.
The minimum age for drinking beer in Wisconsin is 18,
for those who will be at least 18 by December 31, 1967.
Recent legislation has raised the age for beer drinking
to 21 for those who will not be 18 by December 31 . The
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minimum age for drinking hard liquor is 21. Recent
legislation also makes it illegal for people 18-21 to, drink
beer away from licensed premises without responsible
chaperones.
STUDENT MARRIAGES

Lawrence University is by design a residential insituation for unmarried students. In recent years , however, some married students have been admitted, and
housing has been provided for them as far as possible.
A student must first secure the consent of the dean of
women and dean of men before marrying during the
school year.
CONVOCATION ATTENDANCE

The Committee on Public Occasions sponsors a series
Presently the number
of required convocations is under consideration. With
the exception of one unexcused absence each year, attendance is required of all freshmen, sophomores and
juniors, unless excused by one of the deans.
If a student acquires additional absences, these must
be made up during his senior year by attending one
convocation for each absence. If this requirement is
not fulfilled, the student will fail. to graduate with his
class.
The convocations attempt to have interesting and informative programs and are considered · an important·
part of the educational system at Lawrence .

of nine convocations each year.

HONOR ,SYSTEM

The philosophy underlying the Lawrence University
Honor System is given in its preamble : "The Lawrence
University Honor Code reflects the view, traditional at
the college, that students should acquire as much re41

sponsibility for their own affairs and behavior as they
can handle responsibly. It assumes that Lawrence students can profit from an atmosphere of mutual trust
and respect and that the standards of Lawrence University are safe in their hands."
Each .student writes "pledge no unauthorized aid"
on all of his written work and signs it, thereby reaffirming his understanding of his pledge.
The Lawrence University Honor System believes that
the student is capable not only of upholding the system,
but also of administering it. The responsibility for
enforcing the Honor Code lies with the Honor Council,
composed of eight students , selected every year by the
deans. The Council publicizes the Honor System, answering any questions concerning it, and deals with any
violations of the pledge.
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(Suitable for Framing)

WOMEN'S RULES
Although four pages of rules seems cumbersome and
perha,ps unnecessary, last year there were eight pages.
DWA has drawn up these rules to govern Lawrence
women and to meet the demands of the college community. We hope they can help you in making a smooth
adjustment to dormitory life. If you have questions or
problems, your counselors and head resident will be
more than willing to help you.
I. DORMITORY HOURS
A. Sunday and Weekday Hours
1. First term freshmen will have 11 o'clock

hours Sunday through Thursday.
2. Second and third term freshmen and aill

sophomores and juniors will have 12 o'clock
hours.
B. Week-end Hours

Freshmen have 12 o'clock hours Friday
nights and 1 o'clock hours Saturday nights.
2. Sc,phomores and Juniors will have 1 o'clock
hours Friday and 2 o'clock hours Saturday.
3. Seniors have unlimited hours.
1.

C. Late Permissions (White slips)
1.

The usual permission is for one hour after
dorm closing hours except in cases o.f
emergency.
2. Late permissions for purely social reasons are limited to Freshmen only. They
may take five late permaissions first term
any night but Saturday and ten late permissions for second and third terms together
on Friday night only.
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"First term freshmen will have 11 o'clock hours
Sun - Thrus.
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3. Freshman women on probation are subject
to restriction at the discretion of the Dean of
Women.
4. Regular hours will exist during exams, except for first term freshmen who will have
12 o'clock weekday hours.
5. !Special permission to stay out beyond regular hours for an activity can be secured
from the Dean of Women. This includes
group functions and all-college dances.
6. Babysitters will have regular hours. If a
girl cannot return by her regular hours,
she must notify the head resident of her
dormitJry.
7.

D.

Special ,Hours
1.

2.

E.

IF 1AT ANY TIME IT IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR
A GIRL TO RETURN TO THE DORMITORY ON TIME, SHE MUST NOTIFY
THE HEAD RESIDENT.

On nights of special college sponsored activities which extend after hours. women
will have 30 minutes to return to the dormitory if they sign out before the activity
begins.
There will be 12 o'clock hours from the
night the scheduled vacations begin until
the day classes are resumed.

Telephone Hours

The house council of each dormitJry will determine the telephone hours for that dormitory.
JI.

Procedure for obtaining
information:
J. Rt•stricted

permissions

overnight

and

general

permissions must be

approved by the head resident or any head
resident or the Dean of Women before 8
rp.m. on the night de.sired.
General overnight permission must be registered before 8 p.m. on the night of departure.
2. Women must sign in after taking a permission.
B. Types of permission
1. The restricted permission shall apply to all

freshmen. Upperclass women must have a
permission form on file in the Dean's office
signed by the parent or guardian specifying which type of permission each girl will
be allowed. At the end of each academic
year a11 girls with restPicted permissions
will be given an opportunity to have their
their parents review their overnight permission for the next year.
2. Restricted permission means that any off-

campus visits are approved
by the parents
except visits to places of ;public accommodation where no hostess or chaperone is
,provided, unless the girl has specific permission from her parents for that occasion.
Speciai cases are handled at the discretion
of the head resident.
3. General permission means that women may
exercise their own judgment with respect to
trips away from the university's regulations
regarding signing in and out of the dormitory.
4. Women returning from out-of-town
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after the

dormitory closes should notify the head resident or the desk attendant unless they
have already indicated late arrival on their
yellow slip.
C. Dormitory Overnight .Permission

A woman must sign out in the usual manner
and her hostess then must register her on
a guest slip at her dormitory.
2. A woman will have her own hours and
must sign back in by noon the next day.
1.

D. Infirmary-Women must sign in and out on
yellow ,slips .but the head resident's signature
is not needed.
III. RULES REGARDING GENTLEMAN CALLERS
A. Guests

B.

C.

D.

E.

and callers must observe dormitory
quiet hours in lobbies, lounges and hallways.
Women shall not receive gentleman callers in
their rooms except during the regular hours
of open houses. Fathers and brothers may be
received after notifying the desk
Women may be entertained at men's dormitories at times and places specifically designated for this purpose: (e.,g. in the lounges at
Trever and Plantz, and' in Brokaw at specially
arranged hours).
On Sunday through the dinner hour no one
may use the lounge unless they are in Sunday
dinner attire.
Hours to entertain callers in women's dormitories are 10 a.m. Monday through Saturday
and 8:30 a.m. on Sunday until the dormitory
doses each night.
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IV. CLOTHING

A. !S treet clothing, including street shoes, is the
only acceptable apparel on campus, dorm
lounge and lobbies while the dorms are open.
B. Bermudas, jamaicas, sweatshirts, jeans, and
slacks are not to be worn to classes or to
convocation.
C. Sunbathing may only be done in designated
areas of each dormitory.
PENALTIES

Infractions of the above rules are dealt with by the
girl's dormitory's Head Proctor or by counselors. THE
GIRL MAY REFER HER CASE TO THE HOUSE
COUNCIL OR THE GIRL MAY AT ANY TIME REFER
A CASE 'TO THE WOMEN'S J-BOARD.

The usual penalty for infraction of the rules is a
"campus" which most of you will come to understand
sooner or later throughout the year. This means that
a w: man must remain in her dorm for the evening
after 6:30 p.m. She may not make or receive phone
calls or entertain callers. She may not use the s•orority
rooms, the Panhel kitchen, or dormitory lounge.
There will be dormitory meetings to discuss and
clarify rules and .penalties early in the fall.
"When angry. count four; when very angry,
SWEAR. "-Mark Twain
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The library cffers a hard-working atmosphere condusive to studying
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MEN'S RULES
"A boy is, of all wild beasts, the most
difficult to manage." -Plato
DfoTING ROOM: No .blue jeans, sweatshirts or T-shirts
except at breakfast ; coat and tie required for Sunday
noon. Other dining room matters are under supervision of the host.
DINNER MEETINGS: At least once a month a dinner
meeting is held to which a guest speaker is invited. Coat and tie are the dress for the required
evening's performance.
QUIET HOURS: Certain hours of the day are set aside
as quiet hours and will be posted.
ROOF AND FIRE ESCAPES: For your own protection,
these areas are off-limits , except where sun-decks
are provided.
SECTION MEETINGS: Each Tuesday , dormitory section
meetings are held in which major issues and terribly
important matters are discussed. Attendance is
required.
WOMEN'S VISITING HOURS: No women are allowed in
Brokaw at any time. The fraternity visiting hours
are : Wednesday, 7:00-11 :00, Friday and Saturday,
7:00-1 :00, and Sunday, 12:00-11:00. In Plantz and
Trever, women are allowed on the first floor daily
from 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. This year an experimental visiting program has been instituted in the
!basements of Plantz and Trever. Also, there are
open dorms on Sunday afternoon from 2-5 o'clock.
"Touch not ; taste not ; handle not."-Colossians l.1 :21
SEARCHING OF ROOMS: It has been demonstrated that
the University feels that it has the right as a private
institution to search any room if there is a "responsible charge."
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LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY CALENDAR
1967-68
Including official dates, Artist Series, Chamber Music
Series, faculty recitals, plays, Science Coloquies, home
football and basketball games.
SEPTEMBER, 1967

20 Wednesday
22 Friday
23 Saturday
24 Sunday
25 Monday
27 Wednesday
30 Saturday

New Student Week begins
Registration of new students
Registration of upperclassmen
All-School Gym Jam (with NSW)
WLFM Open House
Phi Tau Open House for freshman women
Freshman Friends picnic (LWAJ
afternoon 3-6 (and WRA Play
Day?
Sig Ep & Alpha Chi Open party

OCTOBER, 1967

1 Sunday

3 Tuesday
7 Saturday

9 Monday

11 Tuesday
12 Thursday
13 Friday

President's Tea-Pan Hel
Science Colloquium
Football-St. Olaf 1: 30 p.m.
Student Senate Turnabout Dance
<Social Committee)
Chamber Music Series - Iowa
String Quartet (in residence
until Oct. 12 J
SAI Freshman Musicale
Scccer-Ripon
Special Projects Concert
Dance
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14 Saturday

15 Sunday
17 Tuesday
18 Wednesday
20 Friday
21 Saturday
25 Wednesday
27 Friday
28 Saturday
31 Tuesday

Homecoming-A holiday
Football-Cornell 1:30 p.m.
Homecoming dance
Soccer-Beloit 10:00 a.m.
Housemother's Tea - ColmanADPi
Science Colloquium
Pan Hel Serenade - 11:00 p.m.
Soccer-St. Norbert 3: 00 p.m.
Beta closed party (? J
Faculty Brawl
Phi Tau Brawl
Delt Closed Party ( afternoon l
Junior Pan He] Study Break
10:00-11:00 p.m.
Halloween party (Union Comm.)
Inter-sorority Volleyball ( WRA )
Phi Garn Open Party
Science Colloquium

NOVEMBER, 1967
3

Friday

Artist Series - Czech Philharmonic, Chapel 8:00 p.m.
Soccer-Marquette 3: 00 p.m.

4

Saturday

Dad's Day
Football-Grinnell 1:30 p.m.
Delt & DG Open Party
"Le Treteau de Paris" -Stansbury, 8:00 p.m.
Round Robins l :30-4:40-quad?

5 Sunday
6 Monday

Chamber Series-Iowa String
Quartet 1in residence until
Nov. 7J
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9 Thursday

10

Friday

11 Saturday
12 Sunday

14 Tuesday
15 Wednesday
15 Wednesday

Interpretation of German opera
(German Dept.l Harper 8:00
p.m.
LWA After Hours Sing
Phi Tau Closed Party
Football-Monmouth 1: 30 p.m.
Phi Delt & Pi Phi Open Party
Delt & Theta Spaghetti Supper
Science Colloquium
SAI Party
Lawrence University Theatre

thru
18 Saturday
16 Thursday

17 Friday
18

Saturday

19 Sunday
23 Thursday
28 Tuesday

29 Wednesday

Faculty Recital-.John Koopman,
baritone
Sig Ep Closed Party
Beta & Theta Open Party
Lawrence Symphony Orchestra
Thanksgiving-A Holiday
Science Colloquium
Wisconsin Woodwind quintet
Harper 8:00 p.m.
Pre-Hush Discussion-Pan Hel6:45

29 Wednesday

Rush Registration

thru
Dec.
2 Saturday
DECEMBER, 1967

I Friday
2

Saturday

3 Sunday

Phi Garn Closed Party-house
Basketball-Milton 7:30 p.m .
Phi Delt Closed Party
MESSIAH

Artist Series-Susan Starr , piano
Chapel 8 p.m.
First Term Classes end
First Term Examinations

4 Monday
Tuesday
Friday
thru
12 Tuesday
29 Friday
5

8

(Exams end at noon )
Basketball Tournament 7 :00-9: 00
p.m .
Basketball Tournament 7: 00-9: 00
p.m.

30 Saturday

JANUARY, 1968
3

Second Term Classes begin at
8:00 a.m.
Fraternity and Sorority Rushing

Wednesday

4 Thursday
thru
6 Saturday
5 Friday
6 Saturday
7 Sunday
9 Tuesday
10 Wednesday

Basketball-Carleton 7:30 p.m .
Basketball-St. Olaf 1: 30 p.m.
Fraternity and Sorority Pledging
Science Colloquium
SAi Rush Party
Phi Mu Alpha Brass Trio Recital
Phi Tau Pledge formal
Religion-in-Life Conference

13 Saturday
18 Thursday
thru
19 Friday
20 Saturday
21 Sunday
23 Tuesday
24 Wednesday
thru
27 Saturday

Sig Ep & DG Pledge formal
Lawrence Concert Band-Chapel
Science Colloquium
Lawrence University Theatre
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26 Friday
27 Saturday
28 Sunday

30 Tuesday

Basketball-Monmouth 7:30 p.m.
Basketball-Knox I: 30 p.m.
Delt & Pi Phi Pledge formal
Faculty Recital-Lucy Heiberg,
viola
Basketball-Ripon ( V&F I 5:30
and 7:30 p.m.

FEBRUARY, 1968
2 Friday
3

Saturday

Tuesday
Tuesday
thru
7 W€dnesday
8 Thursday

6

6

Computer Dance
Phi Garn & A Chi O Pledge formal
Science Colloquium
LUWAC & Speakers Forum International Seminar
Winter Weekend

thru
11
9

10
14
16
16

19
17
18

Sunday
Friday
Saturday
Wednesday
Friday
Friday
thru
Monday
Saturday
Sunday

20 Tuesday
21 Wednesday

thru
24 Saturday
26 Monday

Basketball-Grinnell 7:30 p.m.
Basketball-Cornell I: 30 p.m.
Best Loved Banquet
WRA Folk Dance Festival
SAi

All School Winter Party
Lawrence Chamber OrchestraChapel
Science Colloquium
Lawrence University Theatre

Artist Series - Vienna Acade
Choir. Chapel 8:00 p.m.
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MARCH, 1968

l Friday
2

Saturday

3

Sunday

6

Tuesday
Saturday

9

12 Tuesday

Basketball-Beloit (V&F)
5:30
and 7:30 p.m.
Basketball-Coe 1:30 p.m .
Phi Delt & Theta Pledge formal
Faculty Recital-John Koopman,
baritone
Science Colloquium
Second Term classes end
Second Term exams

thru
15 Friday
25 Monday

Third Term Classes begin at 8:00
a.m.
Chamber Series - Iowa String
Quartet ( in residence until
March 28J

29 Friday

Artist Series-James Oliver Buswell, violin, Chapel 8:00 p.m.

APRIL, 1968

2 Tuesday

Science Colloquium

6 Saturday

All School Party

7 Sunday

Lawrence Symphony
-Chapel

13 Saturday

Orchestra

Delt & Theta Bowery Party

16 Tuesday

Science Col.Joquium

20 Saturday

Phi Delt & DG Party

27 Saturday

Greek Sing and Ball

28 Sunday

Lawrence Concert Band-Chapel
Party for faculty children
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29 Monday

30 Tuesday

Chamber Series - Iowa String
Quartet (in residence until
April 30)
Science Colloquium

MAY, 1968
4 Saturday

8 Wednesday

Encampment
Trivia
Sig Ep Party
Lawrence University Theatre

thru
11 Saturday
11 Saturday

12 Sunday
14 Tuesday
18 Saturday
24 Friday

28 Tuesday

IFC Picnic and Brawl
Mother's Day
Science Colloquium
Phi Garn Fiji Island Party
Prom
Science CoHoquium

JUNE, J968

1 Saturday
3 Monday

thru
6 Thursday
7 Friday
9 Sunday
Film Classics

Third Term Classes end
Third Term Exams

Commencement Concert
Baccalaureate and Commencement
Every Friday and Sunday 7:30
p.m. and every Sunday 2:00
p.m.

Student Senate
Sororities
Fraternities

Every Monday 8:00 p.m.
Every Monday 6:30 p.m.
Every Monday
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Pan Hel
WRA

SDS
Women's Association
Council
Lantern Service Organization

Every Thursday 5:30 p.m.
Every other Wednesday 6:45 p.m.
Every other Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
First Wednesday of every month
6:45 p.m.
Last Friday of every month
4:00 p.m.
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BUSINESS INFORMATION
ADMINISTRATION OFFICE HOURS

Monday-Friday: 8:00 a.m.-12 noon; 1:00 p.m.-5:00
Saturday: 8:30 a.m.-12 noon (business office closed
Saturday)
ART CENTER HOURS

Monday-Friday: 7:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
Saturday: 7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Sunday: 1:00 p.m.-5:00
BANKING HOURS

Monday-Friday: 8:00 a.m.-12:00 noon; 1:00 p.m.-5:00
Student Banking Service-Students may establish a
personal banking account with the college-run
student bank. Withdrawals and deposits may be
made free of charge, though checking service
is not included. The bank is located in the business office, second floor of the old library building.
CONSERVATORY HOURS

Monday-Friday: 7:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
Saturday: 7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Sunday: 1:00-8:00 p.m.
HEALTH CENTER HOURS

"Some pretend to cure other men's disorders,
but fail to find a remedy for their own."Cicero
Daily: 8:00 a.m.-12 noon; l:00-6:00 p.m.; 7:00-10:00
Emergency any hour.
Doctors' hours will be posted.
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To obtain an excuse from class because of illness,
,call the health center before the class to be missed.
The health center must be visited during that day.
Excuses for medical or dental appointments may also
be obtained. For emergencies outside regular office hours, call the health center before visiting it
if possible.
Dcctors' service needed outside his
usual hours must be paid for by the student. The
student is usually charged for medication also; it
may be beneficial to ask the nurse whether you are
being charged.
LIBRARY HOURS

Monday-Thursday: 8:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.; 7:00-12:00 p.m.
Friday: 8:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.; 7:00-10:00 p.m.
Saturday 8:00 a.m.-12 noon: 1:30 p.m.-5:30
Sunday: 1:30 p.rn.-12 :00 p.m.
Library Fines-A notice is sent out the day before
the fine starts. No fine is paid if the book is returned before the eighth day , at which time 25c flat
charge. plus 5c per day from date due must be
paid. Second notice in fifteen days charges a flat
charge of 50c. plus continuing daily fine. At the
final notice in twenty-two days, $1.00 flat charge, a
dollar per day from that time on, plus accumulated
fines are due . Fines are doubled if not paid with
return of books. Fine on reserve books is $1.00
per hour.
UNION

HOURS

Monday-Thursday: 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.; 8:00 p.m.-11:00
Friday-Saturday: 8:30-5:00 p.m.: 8:00 p.m.-12:00
Sunday: 3:30 p.m.-11:00 p.rn.
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Yawned, threw dusty shadowed pages shut.
Bcok was sitting there contrived,
With years supposed to be just pouring
Of times and places,
Funny friendships,
The "beat generation's alienation."
Witty.
Yawned, and then a whistle quivered out.
Book was hidden under a chair,
Not knowing much
But knowing all about.
Clever, yawned.
Somehow could only force a smile,
A smirk.
So this is practice for the "real world."
Practice? funny, seems. Thought.
Thinking of what needed to be taught?
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APPLETON WELCOMES YOU
BELLING PHARMACY
204 E. College Ave ........................... 733-5551
BERGGREN'S SPORT SHOP
203 W. College Ave .......................... 733-9536
CONKEY'S BOOK STORE
226 E. College Ave ........................... 739-1223
DAMROW'S RESTAURANT
121 E. College Ave ............................ 733-2627
IDEAL PHOTO, INC.
222 E. College Ave............................ 734-7177
JERRY'S PIPE AND NEWS
304 E. College Ave............................ 734-2821
PEERLESS-UNEEDA LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANERS
307 E. College Ave ........................... 733-4428
POND SPORT SHOP
133 E. CoUege Ave........................... 733-1056
H. C. PRANGE CO.
126 W. College Ave ............................. 733-5511
SCHULZ MUSIC, INC.
208 E. College Ave............................ 734-1454
SHANNON OFFICE SUPPLIES
300 E. College Ave............................. 734-9111

SYLVESTER AND NIELSEN, INC.
213 E. College Ave ........................... 734-2679
VOIGHT'S DRUG STORE
134 E. College Ave ............................ 733-4459
W. A. CLOSE
200 E. College Ave............................ 733-7354

